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Prepare for the Dispensations of the Oriflamme Chalicef

B

lessed Sons and Daughters of God!
We, Oromasis and Diana, speak to you in one united voice, conveying to
you the Glorious God Consciousness of the Fires of God’s Heart, streaming
forth as Ruby Fire, released by the Solar Devas, and established for you. This
we do so that you might call it forth, draw it unto yourself, and then call it
into action throughout the world! For there is much need of the Ruby Fire!
And you, first and foremost, must come to appreciate it!
Yes, blessed ones, it is not merely enough to see the ills of the world, the
human creation that abounds, without preparing your own chalice so that
you might have the fortitude, the Courage and, yes, the stamina to call forth
this Fire of God! Those who call it forth will first be initiated in the cycle of
the consuming of their own human creation. But is that not why you have
entered the Path? Is that not the Destiny of the Godhead Charioteer — to
come into these realms and learn what you must accomplish and attain by
the Christ Command; to throw off and consume by the Fires of God all that
is unlike the very Presence of God that is your True Identity?
So blessed ones, as you begin this process of preparing for the Dispensations
of the Oriflamme Chalice to follow, recognize that you are required to invoke
the Fires of God. And not just the Ruby Fire, but the Fires of the Will of
God, of Illumination, of God Love, of God Purity as the White Fire, of the
Emerald Ray, so that you might begin to enter into a greater understanding
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of the Fullness of the Sixth Ray of the Resurrection Fires of Ministration
and Service that allow you to wear the Royal Robes of Purple and Gold, and
then ultimately to don the Sacred Violet Robes of the Priest and Priestess
of the Sacred Fire.
That is what this exercise is all about — this incarnation that you have
taken up! For you have long ago vowed at inner levels to fulfill your Fiery
Destiny! And fiery it is indeed. For when the Flames upon the Altar of your
Heart desire to leap into action they must have a willing chalice to receive
them. Your mind, your emotions, your physical body and all the sub-planes
of these vehicles of consciousness must be trained to receive that Purity of
God that waits upon the Altar of your Heart to be disseminated into the
very life that you live.
Abiding as we do in the Fabric of God Reality, it is our glorious opportunity
to hold the Vision of your Victory and to send forth our Momentum into
the Elemental Kingdom of the Fiery Salamanders, so that the fabric of Life
here below can become responsive to the Christ Command that you issue!
All of the Realms of God Consciousness in the Three Kingdoms have their
Divine and Holy Purpose for your ultimate Victory to come forth! You cannot
neglect or ignore any one of these Holy Expressions of God when you begin
to understand how very close at hand is the Sacred Fire, ready to consume
the unreality that has plagued you, needled your consciousness, burdened
your emotional body, and weighted down your physical body long enough!
Then you should be rejoicing, blessed ones. For the Dispensation of
the Oriflamme Chalice, first and foremost, will prepare your own vehicles of
consciousness so that you will be strengthened and purified to stand in clarity
with the vision of your own overcoming Victory! So that at the appointed
hour, when you are called upon by your God Presence, and the collective
Wisdom of the Brotherhood of Light sends forth the Christ Command
that you, the Torchbearers of the Temple, shall give forth the Calls for the
protection of the Light of God upon the Earth, for the protection of the
innocent and holy, for the protection of the Flame of the Christ Light —
then, blessed ones, you will be ready! For you will have forged your chalice
in that sacred estate of Purity, so that no thing that passes through you will
carry one erg of energy that is unlike the Light of Purity!
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There will be no hidden agenda of manipulation by the outer consciousness
of your mind. There will be no agitation, anger, or despair of your emotional
body that will taint or soil that precious energy of God. And there will not
be any residue of impurities in your outer vehicles that would cause you to
seize up at the appointed hour and not have the Strength to give the Call or
the willingness to engage.
Each of these vehicles, blessed ones, is intended to be used by your Mighty
I AM Presence! They are to hold the Fire of God! They are to disseminate that
Fire by the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart! And each of your spiritual
centers is to be so charged, that your decrees will be the veritable Voice of
God calling forth to the Ascended and Cosmic Beings, to your own Mighty
I AM Presence. So let the Calls go forth far and wide, with full voice and
fervor, that “The Light of God Never Fails! And the Mighty I AM Presence is
that Light!” Calling forth the Ruby Fire! Calling forth the Fiery Salamanders!
Calling forth the Purity of God, so that the pure Heart of every Son and
Daughter of God may abound and flourish to the greatest extent that their
Divine Presence has desired.
You, blessed ones, within the sound of my voice have come to understand
that you are a Son and Daughter of God, else you would not be in attendance
to our Flame. You likewise have understood that you have the opportunity to
draw upon the reserves of your own Causal Body Momentum and Attainment,
so that you are not without the required talent and Wisdom. The many
victories of your many incarnations are right there, waiting for you to attain
enough purity of vibration within your outer vehicles to be entrusted with
the practical use of those Momentums.
Your Presence will not allow you to despoil or desecrate any of your
previous victories — to add to the karma in this lifetime. When you have
shown that you have gained in the Qualities of God entrusted to you, then
you will have access to these Momentums. You have enough of the Virtues of
the Christ anchored in your life to establish a pure intent in all your affairs,
to accept and establish true Responsibility for all that is entrusted to you,
and to take Authority for every erg of energy that passes through you, so
that you are no longer looking to lash out at any other energy, person, place,
condition or thing that may seemingly have offended you.
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You likewise have learned how to hold your Peace in Harmony so that the
inner Strength of God and the Purity of the Fires of the Heart are continuing
to be banked, building a Momentum of God Good, not squandering it away
in all of those needless exercises that so many of mankind go through daily,
impulsively lashing out, misdirecting their energy at the innocent and the holy.
You, blessed hearts, have been entrusted with the Keys to the Kingdom.
You have been given the opportunity to know your Mighty I AM Presence,
to know that the Power within you is great indeed, if you will but hold to
the precepts of Cosmic Law and walk the straight and narrow path. Then,
when the Fullness of God desires to move you, to initiate through you an
action, to establish a Momentum of God Good, a creative endeavor that will
bless others, a closer walk with the Presence of God — all of this expanded
opportunity, blessed ones, can be afforded you as you prepare your chalice
for the Ruby Fire.
We cannot overemphasize the importance to you and to the entire world
of this Dispensation of the Oriflamme Chalice that is to come during this
Easter Conclave! We have waited long to be able to release the Fire of our
own Momentum to support this endeavor! As have many who serve on the
Ruby Ray — as well as those Blessed Solar Devas who stand in the colossal
Realms of Glory, waiting to assist you!
So, blessed hearts, in the days to come, and all days to follow the
Dispensation dawning, you are charged with the Responsibility to hold to
the Patterns of your Christhood. To keep the watch over every jot and tittle
of your being that would offend any part of life. Catch it and immediately
call upon the Law of Forgiveness! And then fill your Chalice with the pure
Light and Love of God, so that your world will not contain a void, a vacancy
vulnerable to other elements of human expression. Then everywhere the
Fullness of the Divine Outpouring of your own Mighty I AM Presence will
take up its rightful place!
We, the Hierarchs of the Elements, work mightily to assist you in fulfilling
your Fiery Destiny, so that every thought, every energy, every momentum
that you establish in the Fullness of the Christ Light and Purity of God will
come into your safe-keeping, and that you will enter into a spirit of sober
responsibility for what you do with all that we entrust you with.
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Your vehicles of consciousness are a prime example. Do you care for them?
Do you give them Purity? Do you allow the Light of God to keep them fully
charged, prepared for all that the Presence of God desires to activate as an
idea, as an energy in motion, as a motive of expression and movement? Are
you prepared to walk in the Light of God?
Throughout this coming cycle you will receive the addresses, the Light,
and the Momentum of many of the Hierarchy of Light, the Ascended Masters
and Cosmic Beings. Drink them in. Treasure every word, for all are written
in gold letters, fired by the Fire of the Heart of The One, God Good, and
telegraphed far and wide by the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light so
that you might have benefit of our united front that will let you know that
ours is a support that you can always count on!
If you have not had sufficient experience with your own Mighty I AM
Presence and you still feel that these outer vehicles are somehow separate
and apart from the Presence of God — lean on the Hierarchy of Light! You
will have the Victory in due time, in the cycle of God’s time, when you let
go of all of the human creation that you have thought was your very own,
that which you have created, that which you in your outer consciousness
have relied upon to get you through, not only in this life but in many of your
previous lifetimes — and even the karmic patterns that you have established.
Many think in good conscience that they must hold on to that karma. For
after all, it is theirs. It has the stamp of their identity upon it.
Blessed ones, it is time you decide to put all of that into the Flame of
God, allow it to be transmuted, purified, and elevated in the Resurrection
Flame so that you can stand, face and conquer, achieve the Fullness of all
that your Presence desires for you to fulfill, and be the Victor at the close of
this lifetime! Then blessed ones, you will know that the Hand of God has
worked in your life! That the Fullness of God has been nigh, close at hand,
and you have never been alone! And you will suddenly realize the Mighty
I AM Presence has always been and always will be there for you!
So, blessed hearts, in the days to come, prepare your Chalice, prepare
your consciousness to receive the Fire of God! And do not shirk your
responsibilities at the Altar, so that you will be fully Charged and ready to
receive not only the Teaching and Instruction, but the very Ruby Fire of
God that will change not only your life, but the Earth itself throughout the
Easter Conclave and the Acropolis to follow.
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The Oriflamme Chalice is an engram of the Fiery Service of the Solar
Devas issuing the Ruby Fire, bringing forth the Victory of the Golden Age!
Let your Heart Flame soar in the excitement, in the acceleration, in the Fire
of the Salamanders and the Solar Devas that shall carry forth this glorious
Dispensation for the Presence of God upon the Earth to reign supreme!
All glory to God for the Fullness of the Opportunity that you are about to
embark upon! Let the Light of God That Never Fails be reinforced in you, so
that you will have the dawning of your own Golden Age ideal consciousness
and be God victorious in the days to come!
We thank you!
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